454   THE BAROQUE AND ROCOCO MOVEMENTS
Chippendale preferred mahogany to other woods. With it he
was able to make his furniture strong even though light; and, most
important of all, he found it excellent material to carve.
There were three typical Chippendale chairs. The most-used
type resembled the Queen Anne, but it had the following differ-
ences: the shoulders were square, and the top of the back formed
a graceful bow shape; the splat was pierced in ribbon and scroll
shapes and always reached to the seat; the cabriole front legs were
carved with scrolls and acanthus; ball and claw feet were usual.
His ladder-back chairs, which had four or five pierced and curved
slats, straight legs, stretchers, and a saddle seat, were his best. His
Chinese chairs and other articles were light and rectangular, and
decorated with open fretwork and lattice ornament.
Chippendale upholstered very little except the seats of his chairs,
He generally employed the lighter-weight upholstery materials,
among them silk, damask, and brocade, but he sometimes used
red leather and horsehair.
Chippendale originated a cumulative dining table in four parts,
two ends and two center pieces, that could be adjusted to fit
various needs* He made tilt-top card tables, pedestal pie-crust
tea tables, small tables with fretwork galleries around them, and
many other whimsical small affairs. His secretary bookcases were
among his best productions, as their charm depended upon fine
proportion and beautiful finish rather than on ornament. His
bombe serpentine-shaped commodes and desks were modeled after
the French but had distinct Chippendale characteristics. Interest-
ing accessories came from his shops. His Chinese mirrors were
fine in workmanship, as were also little pieces of tripod furniture
such as pole screens and table stands. For examples of Chippendale
furniture see pages 85, 90, 459, and 477,
Opinions vary greatly as to the beauty of Chippendale furniture.
Although much of it is excellent in design and technique, some
articles are not well-organized units of design* For example, the
typical side chairs have curved cabriole legs in conjunction with
backs of unrelated lines. Some highboys appear top-heavy and
not well supported on their cabriole legs* Many Chinese pieces
and nearly all the pseudo-Gothic articles are very ugly. In gen-
eral the best Chippendale pieces are simple in their structural lines.

